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Web Application

Modular Solution

Regular Updates

UPLOAD CORRECT PRODUCE

Excel Upload

Automatic checks 

Automatic corrections

SOFTWARE

FEATURES

REPORTING

Forms 1042, 1042-s, 1099

XML FATCA

XML CRS 

ADVANCED

Multi-levels reconciliations

Data filters and views

Excel Reports

BEST Reporting is a solution designed to manage QI, FATCA and CRS reporting in a simple

and professional way.

Using Excel files, the software guides users in identifying the amounts to be reported

and, automatically, produces all the modules necessary for reporting.

BEST Reporting is constantly aligned with foreign regulatory requirements. It is a

complete software able to satisfy the most complex needs. A great tool for functionality

and flexibility.

Our mission is to simplify and secure your operations. We are doing this through

specialized and professional solutions that combines decades of experience either in tax

and IT.

Contact us for more information.

BEST Reporting reduces operative time and risks



The confidentiality of our Customers to us is essential,

we'll just have to bring you back their words.

“The service offered is excellent.  High competence and availability in case a comparison 

is necessary.“

"Very useful software for squaring and dividing incomes according to the complex US tax 

regulations.”

"We have been using their services for several years now, and we have been able to 

verify their reliability, precision, correctness and experience. Their availability and 

cooperation has allowed us to carry out reports always correct and therefore without 

surveys.“

"You're a very reliable and professional supplier."

"The assistance you provide is impeccable and indispensable. As far as the software is 

concerned, I find the tool very useful, intuitive and easy to interact with.”

"Punctual and effective service.  Always up to date with the latest regulatory 

developments.  Strongly recommended for all your IRS declaration requirements."

"The software allows you to reconcile events quickly, especially when it is necessary to 

divide the income code 06 on different income codes as a result of reclassifications. It 

also allows you to fix the squaring due to coupon claims and keep them in evidence. It is 

also very useful for the automatic compilation of all forms 1042s and 1042 and for the 

production of the path to be sent to IRS.”
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